CABLE SHOP/MRO
Interconnect Assembly Tools
Banding · grounding · crimping · mounting · termination · testing

GROUNDCONTROL EARTH BOND

Hydraulic Earth Bond setting tools for aluminum and stainless steel plate

Bi-laminar (copper core) earth bonds

Available dynamometer

Used for ground strap bonding and equipment rack installation

FIBER OPTIC TERMINATION AND TEST TOOLKITS

Turnkey fiber optic termination and maintenance kits

Inspection and test probes and adapters

Dry-wipe fiber optic cleaning tools

Fiber optic polishing pucks

Video scope inspection kits
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CABLE SHOP / MRO
Interconnect Assembly Tools
Banding · grounding · crimping · mounting · termination · testing

CRIMP TOOLS

M22520/01 and /02 Wire-to-contact crimp tools
Locators and accessories
Crimp contact insertion and removal tools

BACKSHELL-TO-CONNECTOR MOUNTING TOOLS

TG70 Universal strap wrench
Circular backshell assembly wrenches
Connector holding tool kits and wrenches
Soft jaw pliers
Bench-mount tools for volume production

Band-Master ATS® EMI/RFI CABLE SHIELD TERMINATION SYSTEM

Nano banding tool for use with ultraminium connectors and banding backshells
Micro banding tool for use with most subminiature connectors and banding backshells
Standard and Slim Standard banding tools for use with large form-factor connectors and banding backshells

Each tool accommodates a specific width of band (nano, micro, or standard)
Bands are available precoiled for high-volume assembly operations
Special high-volume pneumatic tool for bench use, available for all sizes

The only banding tool with a built-in calibration counter
Bands and tools optimized for size and weight reduction across the complete range of connector, backshell, and cable form factors